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The three individual chapters that comprise this tliesis are about property market. 
In the first chapter "Inflation, Housing Prioe, and Economic Growth", a dynamic 
model with money introduced by cash-in-advance methodology is built in order to 
give a theoretical explanation on why the hoiising price can keep rising relative to 
the economic growth of the whole economy. Basecl on the model, a price index is 
constructed, we find that the commonly used relative prioe index is subject to faUacy. 
In the second chapter, natural vacancy rates of different types of houses in Hong 
Kong are determined. Based on the methodology utilized in Gabriel and Nothaft 
(1988), using Hong Kong data from 1983 to 1996, we confirm the view that there is 
an inverse relation between vacancy rate and growth of rent. Further, we find that 
natural vacancy rates of smaU flats and large flats differ significantly. 
Correlat,^ ons between property market variables and main economic variables are 
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'Clothing, eating, housing and travelling' are traditionally regarded as basic el-
ements of living. For Hong Kong people, the one which is the most difficult to be 
satisfied may be the third one: housing. It is well known that Hong Kong is in short of 
land. Although there is about 1095km^ of land in Hong Kong (of which 80km^ is from 
Hong Kong Island; 47km^ from Kowloon; 794km^ from New Territories; and 174 km^ 
from the outlying islands), it is fragmented into more than 200 islands. With her 6.3 
millions residence, Hong Kong becomes a very dense place to live in. Consequentially, 
housing is always a problem of the Hongkongers.^ 
House possesses a dual characteristic: it can be regarded either as a consumption 
good or an investment good, or both. Everyone living in a house is consuming the 
services derived from the house: a place for sheltering, gathering, and rest. The 
consumption nature of house is obvious. Being an investment good, the performance 
of house is very remarkable: housing price index of Hong Kong from 1984 to 1994 has 
an average growth rate of 21.15 percent; in other word, the real housing price of Hong 
Kong has risen nearly seven times. While, of the same period, the consumer price 
index A (CPIA) has an average growth of 7.61 percent; the growth rate of housing 
price is substantially higher than that of the general price index. On top of that, the 
^Data obtain from Hong Kong 1997. 
2 
rental index during the same period rase from 54 to 170; which means an average 
growth of 12.15 percent.2 If a person who buys a flat for rent, he/she does not only 
enjoy the increase in value of the asset but also receive a rental income which grows 
at a faster pace than the general price. The rate of return by investing in the housing 
market is really attractive. 
The chial characteristic of house keeps the housing market in a dynamic state and 
makes it interesting to investigate. 
Consisting of three independent chapters, this thesis is about the housing market 
of Hong Kong. A dynamic model with cash-in-advance constraint is constructed in 
chapter one. The objective of the model is to explain the commonly seen phenomenon: 
t,he ever-increasing housing price. A price index is also constructed in order to contrast 
with the commonly used relative price index. In chapter two, a pooled cross-section 
time-series econometric model is built in order to determine the natural vacancy rates 
of different types of houses in Hong Kong. Dynamics of Hong Kong housing market 
will be presented in chapter three. 
^Figures here are computed from data obtained in Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics. 
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Chapter 2 
Inflation, Housing Price, and 
Economic Growth 
2.1 Introduction 
As mentioned in the introduction, the housing price index of Hong Kong has 
an average growth rate of 21.15 percent from 1984 to 1994; while, during the same 
period, the rental index has an average growth rate of 12.15 percent. Comparing 
with the nominal G D P growth (14.70 percent) and growth of CPIA (7.61 percent) of 
the same period, the growth of housing price is really shocking.^ However, what we 
learn from macroeconomics class suggests that, at the steady state, all real variables 
should grow in the same pace; why do the housing prices in Hong Kong grow faster? 
Actually, we can find that citizens in major cities all over the world are suffering from 
high-rising housing prices^ . It is hard to believe that the ever-increasing housing price 
is a particular, temporary phenomenon. 
A dynamic model is set up in this chapter. The goal of the model is to explain 
why the housing price can keep growing, relative to the whole economy, even at the 
^Figures here are computed from data obtained in the Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics. 
^Leung (1998) has done an extensive research on this. 
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steady state. Money is introduced in the model through cash-in-advance constraint 
in order to examine whether money matters in such a economy. As housing price 
is the main concern of this chapter, two price indices, based on the settings of the 
model, are presented for comparison. 
This chapter proceeds as follows: section 2 presents the basic model, and a de-
scription of the operating environment of the economy. Results of different scenarios 
of the model due to variations of the cash-in-advance constraints are derived in sec-
tion 3. The comparison of the price indices is made in section 4. A short summary 
concludes this chapter. 
2.2 Basic Model 
Consider an economy in which the individual is maximizing his/her expected 
lifetime utility. What matter in the individual's utility function are the level of 
consumption and the stock of housing the individual possesses, as given by: 
• oo -
Eo YlP'U{cuht) ,0</9<l, (2.1) 
.i=0 J 
The utility function adopted here is a special case that considered in Greenwood 
and Hercowitz (1991): 
U{ct, ht) = ln Q + cjln ht, 
where Ct is the non-durable consumption, ht is the stock of housing and cu > 0 is a 
preference parameter. The utility function satisfies the balanced growth condition 
shown in King, Plosser and Rebelo (1988). 
At the beginning of each period t, the individual has ht units of houses, kt units 
of capital pre-installed in the non-durable producing sector, k^ units of capital pre-
installed in the house producing sector, k units of land, rrit-i units of cash, and n 
units of cash transferred from the government. The dynamic programming problem 
for a representative individual is: 
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V{ht,h^,kt,k^,lt,mt) = max lnct+ulnht (2.2) 
ct,kt+i,k^+l,mt+i,lt+iM+i,h^^ 
+PV{ht+uh^T^, kt+uk^^iJt+i,rnt+i). 
An agent is facing three constraints. First, it is the budget constraint: 
Q + k+i + A^ +i + p^hr + pl(lt+i — k) + ^ < A h + ^ S + T ^ (2.3) 
^t rt 
The expression (2.3) implies that the individual allocates the total output Akt 
and the money he/she holds 爪力一广 丁( for consumption Ct, investment in both goods 
^t 
producing sector and construction sector respectively fc^+i and k^ j^ ,^ the extra land 
(k+i - h) at the unit price p[, new houses h? at the imit price p^ from the market, 
and the money balances that the individual wants to carry over to the next period 
mf in order to finance his/her purchases at time t + 1. Pt here means the relative 
price of money to the consumption/investment good. 
The second one is the cash-in-advance constraint. Imagine an economy with a 
large niimber of individuals, each of them produces y units of consumption goods 
but he/she cannot consume what he /she produces; rather, the individual has to buy 
consumption goods from the others with cash and sell what he/she produced to the 
others to get the money. The individual possesses some money at the beginning of 
each period. What he/she has to do in each period is (1) to use all or part of the 
money that he/she initially possesses to buy consumption goods and (2) to produce 
consumption goods and sell them to the others. The next period's initial money 
balances will be the sum of the imspent money, the recipients from the sale of goods, 
and the transfer from the government. The story goes on and on in this manner. 
As the form of the cash-in-advance constraint depends on the underlined assump-
tions of different cases, we will leave the discussion of this constraint in the corre-
sponding subsections. 
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The last constraint is the 'flow of house，， 
ht+i<ht + h^ + (k^y(ky--. (2.4) 
Equation (2.4) tells us that the next period's stock of housing is determined by 
three elements: the existing housing stock h“ the amount of house bought from the 
market h?, and those constnicted by the individual himself/herself (A:f)"(/f)^ ~". For 
simplicity, the depreciation rates of houses and land are assumed to be zero; and that 
of the capital engaged in the construction sector is 100%. Notice that, contrary to 
the goods producing sector, the construction sector takes time to produce. That is, 
this period's production of house contribute to next period's stock. 
Money is introduced in the framework by cash-in-advance methodology. Five 
different scenarios are examined, namely, (1) all transactions are subject to cash-in-
advance constraint, (2) only consumption is subject to cash-in-advance constraint, (3) 
both consumption and capital are subject to cash-in-advance constraint, (4) consump-
tion, capital, and capital for house building are subject to cash-in-advance constraint, 
and finally (5) consumption, capital, capital for house building, and purchase for house 
are subject to cash-in-advance constraint. Case (1) and case (2) will be presented in 
the following while the rest of the cases will be discussed in the appendices. 
2.3 Results 
2.3.1 Case 1: All transactions are subject to cash-in-advance 
constraint 
In the present case, the individual is maximizing the dynamic programming prob-
lem (2.2), 
V(ht,h?,k,k”t,mt) = max ln Ct + u ln ht 
Ct,kt+l,k^+l,mt+i,lt+lM+l,h7]-l 
+pV{ht+i，^^1, kt+i, fcf+1，lt+1，mt+i) 
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s.t. 
Ct + kt^i + kl, + p^hT + p[{k^, — /,) + ^ < Ak, + ^ 广 ^ 
^t rt 
ct + h+1 + ^ti+pf/^r+riGm - lt) < 〜 广 ， (2.5) 
and 
ht+i<ht^h^^{k^r(ky-^. 
The cash-in-advance constraint (2.5) here means that no matter what the indi-
vidual is going to purchase, cash is needed in advance. The total amount of cash that 
t,he individual has at the period t is that he/she carried over from the last period 
i - 1 and that transferred by the government at the beginning of period t] therefore, 
the value of 爪*-;: 丁七 must be greater than or equal to the value of total purchase 
at period t. 
At the equilibrium, left hand side and right hand side of the cash-in-advance 
constraint will be equal, i.e. money carried over from the previous period will be 
completely used up in this period; budget constraint (2.3) and 'flow of house，con-
straint (2.4) will hold in equality as well. Therefore, (2.3), (2.5) and (2.4) become: 
rr4 ,, 
i； = Akt, (2.6) 
Q + /c,+i + k^i + rf"r + Pi(lt^i 一 lt)=芸 （ 2 . 7 ) 
^t 
and 
/i^i = /it + ^^ + (A;f)a&)i-a. (2.8) 
With Ai，t，X2,t and A3,t be the midtipliers of the constraints (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8)， 
respectively. W e can easily obtain the first order conditions: 
^ = h u (2.9) 
h t = P i - + >^ 3,t+i), (2.10) 
f^t+i 
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入2’力^  = A3，i， (2.11) 
入2，少；=P[^ 2,t+iv[+i + A3,m(l - oO(h"+in"+i)_1, (2.12) 
X2,t = a/?A3,^ +l(/c；Vl)"-'(/t+l)^ -^  (2.13) 
h t = ^PKt+i, (2.14) 
and 
^ ^ = 餘 （2.15) 
Now, we turn to solve the whole system; that is, (1) to find all the initial values 
of the endogenous variables in terms of the exogenous variables and constants and 
(2) to find the growth factors of all variables, and (3) to deduce the initial conditions 
such that the economy will finally on the balance growth path. Notice that, at the 
equilibrium, 
k - lt-i = h? = 0. 
This is because when everyone wants to increase his/her land possession and buy 
houses in the market, no one can buy anything ultimately, lt is normalize to 1 for 
simplicity. 
By solving (2.10) iteratively, we have: 
� Puj 
X3，t = ^ ^ 、 (2.16) 
If we define the growth factor of variable i as 
i+4_i 
"!三~^， （2.17) 
and the growth of money supply as 
TUt+l 
A ^ E " ^ (2.18) rrit � ) 
we will have the following lemma: 
I 
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Lemma 1 If the growth factor and the growth of money supply are defined as (2.17) 
and (2.18), respectively, combining (2.16) with the FOCs, then: 
1. The growth of consumption, the growth of capital in construction sector, the 
growth of capital in producing sector, and the growth of price of land will all be 
equal: 
9 三 9c = 9k^ = 9k = 9pi-
And we call g the common growth rate. 
2. The growth rate of houses equals to the common growth rate to the power a : 
9h = 9^ 
3. The growth rate of the housing price equals to the common growth rate to the 
power 1 — a: 
9p. 二 广“ 
4. The growth rate of the relative price of money to the consumption good is: 
9p = Ap' . � • 
r 
The proof of the lemma is in the appendices. 
With the lemma above, we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 2 The common growth equals to: 
AP^ 
9 = 一 • 
M 
The proof of the proposition is in the appendices. 
The initial values of the endogenous variables, Ct,p[^pt and Po are : 
C0 = ^ ( ^ S , 
auj^g^ — 1 
10 
_ [ 刷 1 一 叫 
P o - h M l _ / ^ ) j o , 
„紅 一 ^(k^)^-^ 
P o - Q ^ ( M ’ 
and 
p�=S' 
L e m m a 3 The initial conditions needed for the economy to reach the balanced growth 
path are: 
^iko = k^ 
「 A ( g " — p) 1 
- — = ( 4 — 叫 — 广 1 ) + 叫 and 
, { k ' o r 
^0 = 7-9h — 1 
(A;〒 
Note that the initial condition ho = ° ^  is deduced from t,he 'flow of house’ 
9h — 1 
constraint (2.8) and this constraint will not be altered. Furthermore, from (2.8), we 
can immediately obtain 
9h = tofcO" 
Therefore, this initial condition and the relationship between gn and g^ h are valid for 
all the cases that we are going to discuss. W e will not explicitly state in the following 
content. 
2.3.2 Case 2: only consumption is subject to cash-in-advance 
constraint 
W e are now going to examine the other extreme: only consumption is subjected 
to cash-in-advance constraint. The budget constraint and the constraint of 'flow of 
house' are exactly the same as those in the previous case. Since only consumption 
is subject to cash-in-advance constraint, money is used only if the individual wants 
11 
to consume non-durable goods. The money carried over from the previous period 
• 
plus the government transfer should be greater than or equal to the market value 
of the non-durable goods that the individual desires. Therefore, the cash-in-advance 
constraint for this problem is: 
mt-i + Tt , . 
ct < ~ ~ p T ~ ~ • (2-19) 
Similar to the first case, at steady state, all the constraints will hold in equality. 
Therefore, the constraints becomes: 
jY|d. 
kt+1 + k^i + rf"r + ri("+i - lt) + ^  =从’ (2.20) 
ct = g , (2.21) 
and 
"^H = " t + " r + ( ^ i " . 
The first order conditions are not difficult to derive: 
-=A2,t, (2.22) 
Ct 
A3，t = / % ^ + A4、t+i]， （2.23) 
^t+i 
Ai,trf 二 入3’。 （2.24) 
X i A = P[Kt+iPUi + A3.m(l - a)(^_i)^U+in, (2.25) 
Ai,t = ^A3,+i(fcf+i)a-i(Zt+i)i-a, (2.26) 
Ai,, = A/3Ai,,+i, (2.27) 
and 
^ = P ^ - (2.28) 
"t ^t+i 
As (2.10) is the same as (2.23), this means the expression of X^ t^ is the same as 
case 1: 
� pu 
入 3 尸 ^ ： ^ . 
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Lemma 4 With X^^t a>nd the FOCs we have: 
1. The growth of consumption, the growth of capital in producing sector, the growth 
of land price, and the growth of capital in construction sector are all equalized: 
9 三 9c = 9k 二 9pi = 9k^ 
as a rule, g is called the common growth rate. 
2. The growth of housing price is equal to the common growth to the power 1 — a, 
gph.=gi-a. 
3. The growth rate of the relative price of money to the consumption/investment 
good is: 
M 
gp = —g. 
With the above lemma, we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 5 The common growth rate of this case is 
g = Ap. 
The proof of the above lemma and proposition is in the appendices. 
With lt normalized to 1，the initial values of the endogenous variables are: 
co = ^ ( ^ ) . o \ 
aufj, ga - 1 u 
J - ^ ( l z ^ ) k ^ 
凡 - a ( 1 - / 3 ) � 
Pi 二 4«)1一。 
a 
and 
={aujfj^{g"' - 1)1 m o 
0 = [ A { g ^ - P ) J 瓦 . 
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Lemma 6 The initial condition needed for the economy to reach the balanced growth 
path is 
^2k0 = k^ 
一 2 = ( 4 1 ) / [ 二 ; : — " ; 产 . 
Results in all cases are summarized in table 2.1a and 2.1b for comparison. 
(Table 2.1a and 2.1b are about here) 
From the results obtained above, it is noticeable that the common growth rate 
朋2 
of the real variables, g is eqiial to in case one (actiiaUy, the common growth 
f^ 
rate of all the cases except the second case, namely, only consumption is subject to 
j^p2 
cash-in-advance constraint, is equal to . Please refer to table 2.1a) where jjL is the 
A^  
growth factor of money supply; in order to keep the economy growing, i.e., g > 1， 
the increase in money supply cannot be 'too fast' or the technology of the economy 
cannot be 'too slow，. W e may assume that 
A/32 , 、 
— > 1; 2.29 
/i 
while the common growth factor of the case two is A/3. As money growth rate, /i, is 
usually greater than 1 while the discount factor, /3, is normally less than 1 in reality. 
Therefore we have 
A / 3 > ^ > 1 . 
M 
With the assumption (2.29), several results can be established: 
Proposition 7 The housing stock grows slower than the other real variables. 
If we define 7¾ be the net growth rate of housing stock (the net growth rate of the 
other variables are defined analogously), 7^ = g^ — 1 and 7 = g — 1，we have 
7h = «7； 
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the net growth rate of housing stock is equal to the product of the share of capital 
in the construction industry, a (< 1) and the common net growth rate of the aggre-
gate variables. This is not difficult to explain. As land is an essential input of the 
construction industry and the amount of land is fixed, the houses, as a result, cannot 
grow as fast as the rest of the economy. This phenomenon is reflected in the price of 
the houses—as presented in the next proposition. 
Proposition 8 The relative price of housing is increasing over time, i.e. Qph > 1. 
As Qph = gi_a, similar to the previous proposition, we have 
7p^ = (1 - o07; 
the net growth of the housing price is the share of land engaged in the construction 
industry times the common net growth rate of the aggregate variables. 
With this proposition, the relative price of houses is certainly growing slower than 
the economy. 
Proposition 9 The relative price of land is increasing over time, i.e. g^i > 1. 
In fact, the net growth of the relative price of land is equal to the net growth of 
the economy:〜=7. 
Corollary 10 The ratio of the expenditure between non-durable consumption and 
housing acquisition Wt 三 ^ ^^ ^ is constant over time. 
Proof. To show Wt is constant over time, it suffices to show that Wt 二 t^ 7f+i for all 
time t. Note that ^  = (^ ^'^\ ] / ( 7 7 ^ ) = ~ ^ ; by the results stated 
^t {ht+i-Pt+iJ \hfPtJ 9h • 9p^ 
above, it is obvious that ^ ^ is equal to unity. • 
Wt 
A/32 
Note that the growth factor in case two is A/3 while that of case one is - ^ . 
This means that when only consumption in an economy is subject to cash-in-advance 
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constraint, the economy will grow at a faster pace than the one with more restrictive 
constraints. In other words, a more efficient financial market will be advantageous to 
an economy and this is paralleled to the conventional wisdom. With a smaller growth 
factor, it is clear that both growth of housing stock and growth of relative price of 
houses will be lower. 
2.4 Price Index 
In this section, we will discuss effect of the increasing housing price towards the 
price index. Conventionally, the price index, at time t, is formulated as the summation 
of the prices of goods weighted by their corresponding share of expenditure at time t, 
Pt = ^(share of expenditiire)i，t(price)i’t. (2.30) 
i 
In the present model the share of expenditure, along the balanced growth path, will 
not vary. The change in price index is solely due to the variation of price. 
In this economy, there are only two kinds of goods: the consumption/investment 
goods and houses. Production during year t is Ct, kt+i and k^^^ plus the houses newly 
produced (fcf)"(/^^"". 
The G D P of year t in terms of consumption/investment goods, yt, is 
yt = {ct + k+i + k^+i) + Ptht(9h — 1), 
with the price of consumption/investment goods normalized to unity (numeraire) and 
the relative price of newly produced houses be p^. By (2.8), it is easy to show that 
(A:f)"(/t)^ "" = ht{gh-l)- Therefore, the total value of the new houses, in terms of the 
consumption/investment goods, is p^ht(gh-l)- The share of consumption/investment 
and newly built hoiises are 
(Q + kt+i + fef+i) and Pt^t{9h - 1) 
yt yt ‘ 
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respectively. 
The nominal price of consumption/investment goods is Pt while newly built houses 
is Pt. Pt- By (2.30), the price index at period t is 
= [ h ± ^ m ± ^ l ⑶ + lP%(9.-l)]�.办 
1 yt ] 1 yt J 
By (2.3), at equilibrium, we have 
yt = A k t ^ p % { 9 H - i y . (2.31) 
thus, 
Pt = Pt [(1 - sn) + ShPt 
where 1 > Sh > 0 is the value of newly produced houses as the share of the total G D P 
at period t, 
Ptht{9h - 1) 
Sh = . 
yt 
Obviously, Sh is potentially time-varying. However, from the results in the previous 
section, we have gn 二 9°", g^n = gi-、and gk = g. Therefore, we can deduce that 
both p^ht and k grow at the same speed g. By (2.31), G D P at period t, yt, is a linear 
combination of h and p^ht without a constant term; so, yt grows as the same rate of 
k^  and therefore p^hf, As a result, Sh is a constant along the balanced growth path.^ 
Since both p^ and Pt is increasing over time, that is g^h^gp > 1,^  we assume that 
pl Pt > 1 =^ Pt > 1. (2.32) 
Let 7Tt be the net, growth rate of the price index Pt, 
A = ^ ^ - 1, (2.33) 
^t 
we will have the following proposition. 
3As gh = g", Qph = p i - " ’ and gk = g are the common results of all the scenarios that we have 
examined in this paper, the conclusion that Sh is constant holds in all cases. 
4por gp > 1, we have to assume that |j, > g. In other words, for case 2’ we assume /x > A(3] for 
the other cases, we assume n > p V A . 
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Proposition 11 Ifthe inflation rate 7Tf is defined as (2.33) and the assumption (2.32) 
holds, we have 
1. The inflation rate will be lower than the net growth rate ofnominal housing 
price, that is, 
7Tt < OpQph - 1-
2. When the relative price of house increases, the inflation will increase as 
well, 
^ > 0 . 
dpi 
S, Therefore, asymptotically, the inflation rate will be equal to net growth rate 
of the nominal housing price, 
7Tt ^  [gp9p^  - 1), asp^ — oo. 
The proof of the above proposition is in the appendices. 
The rationale of the proposition is straightforward. There are only two goods in 
the economy: the investment,/consiimption good with price Pt and hoiise with price 
P^p^. Since the price index, P^, is the weighted sum of Pt and Ptrf, the net growth 
rate of Pt, that is i^ u should lie between the net growth rate of Pt and Ptpf\ As the 
price of house tends to infinity, the growth rate of housing price will dominate the 
growth rate of the price index. 
Now we are going to compare the general price index with the commonly used 
'relative price index，in nominal terms: 
n 二 � � 这 - (2.34) 
〜 - Pi (1 - 5,) + SHP^ 
we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 12 Ifthe relative price index is defined as (2.34) —d (2.32) holds, then 
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1. pJ^ underestimates the real housing price, p^, 
Plt < Pt 
2. As the housing price increases over time, the relative price will increase as well, 
勉 > 0 
射 
3. Asymptotically, the nominal price index will tend to the inverse of the share of 
expenditure in housing stock, 
asp^ "^ oo, thenp^^ ——. 
Sh 
4. The net growth rate ofthe relative price index is lower than the true growth rate 
of the housing price, 
- M - % ^ - l < ( V - l ) -
Ph,t 
5. As the real housing price increase, the net growth rate of the relative price will 
decrease, 
di:l, 
V r < o 
dpi 
6. Asymptotically, the growth rate of the relative price index will converge to zero, 
as p^ — 00, tken7rJlt — 0. 
The result is interesting. As the real price of housing stock grows over time, it will 
dominate the 'real' general price index, (1 — Sh) + ShP^. Therefore, the relative price 
index becomes the ratio of the real price of house and the value of expenditure on 
housing stock. The relative price will converge to a constant — and the net growth 
Sh 
rate of the relative price index will converge to zero. Needless to say, the relative 
price index is very misleading and should be reconsidered while using. 
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2.5 Conclusion 
In the first chapter of this thesis, a dynamic model with cash-in-advance constraint 
is constnicted. The finding is not surprising: as quantity of land is limited, the price 
of house can grow faster than the whole economy. One may argue that the stock of 
land can be increased by reclamation. However, in the first place, this is not practical 
for non-coastal cities; secondly, even for a coastal city like Hong Kong, land increased 
through reclamation since 1851 is only 60km^.^ Relative to her population growth, 
the increase in land by reclamation does not help much in easing the housing problem. 
If the limitation of land is the reason for the high-rising of housing price, the 
development of rural area seems to be a method to solve the problem. As lots of the 
areas of New Territories and Lantau are still imused, development of these areas is 
necessary to solve the housing problem. 
Based on the dynamic model above, we presented two price indices. One is con-
structed on the ground of the definition of price index; the other is the commonly 
adopted one. W e find that, as time tends to infinity, the latter one does not make 
any sense at all. Therefore, we have to place extra attention when using the price 
index. 
^Data from Hong Kong 1997. 
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Table 2.1: Growth Rates of Real Variables in Different Cases 
case 1 case 2 case 3 case 4 case 5 
W “ w w w ~ 
9c A3 
^ M M M 
W “ w w w ~ ~ ~ 
9k —— ^P  
^ M M M 
W “ ^ A^ w~~ 
Quh Ap  
^ M M M. 
w “ � w � ~ ~ 
9pi � U M M M . 
fAp^y-^ 咖 1 _ 。 [ A p ^ y - ^ [Ap^y-^ " “ 广 
g^h (Ap)  
P V M / V M \ M / V fJ^  
fJ^2 丄 ^_ ^_ ^ 
gP J^ A0 A^ 顽 A^ 

















































































































































































































































































Natural Vacancy Rate in Hong 
Kong Housing Market 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, an econometric model is built in order to determine the natural 
vacancy rate of Hong Kong. Traditional view of housing market operation suggests 
that there is ’a close connection between excess demand, as reflected in the deviation 
of the actiial vacancy rate from some long-run normal or optimal vacancy rate, and 
changes in the price of rental housing services.'^  To be more exact: there is an 
inverse relation between the vacancy rate and the price of housing services. Through 
empirical studies, using Hong Kong data from 1983-1996, we confirms the view that 
the price of housing services is significantly affected by the excess demand in the 
housing market. 
Previous works such as Rosen and smith (1983) and Gabriel and Nothaft (1988) 
try to determine the natural vacancy rates across different areas in the United States. 
In contrast to these analyzes, this study employs similar methodology to estimate the 
natural vacancy rates of different types of houses within Hong Kong. 
iRosen and Smith (1983) pp.779. 
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The outline of this chapter is as follows: model and methodology adopted will be 
discussed in section 2; the estimated results will be presented in section 3; a conclusion 
will be given in section 4. 
3.2 Price-Adjustment Mechanism and Natural Va-
cancy Rate 
Price adjustment mechanism of housing market is typically studied in a stock-flow 
context. In the short m n , stock of house is assiuned to be fixed but will change over 
time. This assumption is based on the fact that new construction, conversion, and 
demolition take time to process. In the long n m the stock of house is affected by the 
expected rate of return on investment housing market. 
When there is an excess demand for houses, say, due to the inflow of immigrants, 
the actual vacancy rate should move below the long n m vacancy rate and this results 
in an upward pressure on the price of housing services. On the other hand, if there is 
an decrease in demand on housing, the actual vacancy rate then will move up above 
the natural vacancy rate and a downward pressure on the price of hoiising services 
will be seen. This simply is the basic demand-supply relationship: excess demand 
(supply) bids up (down) the price. However, why the housing market does not clear? 
Or, why is there a 'natiiral' vacancy rate? 
Natural vacancy rate, analogous to the natural unemployment rate in the labor 
market, is 'defined by market factors siich as the cost of holding inventory, search 
costs, the variability of demand, and the cost of recontracting.'^  Lots of market 
frictions, namely, high transaction cost, slow response in siipply, searching cost, re-
contracting cost, will slow down the price adjustment of housing services. The natural 
vacancy rate is defined as the rate at which the price of housing services remain con-
stant. 
2Rosen and Smith (1983) pp.780. 
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In this thesis, we follow the hypothesis utilized in Gabriel and Nothaft (1988) 
that the rate of change of the price of housing services is a function of deviations 
in the actual vacancy rate from the natural vacancy rate. So the price adjustment 
mechanism is: 
Kt = g[vi'-^.t-i) (3.1) 
where Xi^t is the growth of the price of housing services at time t, V^ is the natural 
vacancy rate, Vi^ ,-i is the actual vacancy rate at time t - 1, and g is a constant. Note 
that- in Gabriel and Nothaft's model, they tried to determine the natural vacancy 
rates in different cities of the United States. Therefore, the subscript i in their model 
referred to different cities across the States; however, what the author trying to do 
is to determine the natural vacancy rates of different types of houses in Hong Kong. 
The subscript i here means different types of houses. 
As V" is assumed to be constant over time but varies across different types of 
houses. (3.1) can be rewritten as a pooled cross-section time-series model: 
i^,t = gvr - gV,^ t-i + 6i,t; (3.2) 
though the natural vacancy rates are unobservable, we can compute them from the 
estimated regression. Assuming the natural vacancy rates of different types of houses 
are exogenoiisly determined, we can rewrite (3.2) as: 
N~L 
Xi^t = bo + Y1 bjdj - gVi,t-i + e^.t (3.3) 
j=i 
where d's are the type dummy variables, N is the number of types pooled. The 
natural vacancy rate for type i , V^" is calculated as 知卞 ^^ ； for type N, the natural 
d 
. k 
vacancy is y . 
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3.3 Model Estimation 
3.3.1 Data 
The model is estimated for anniial data of Hong Kong private housing sector from 
1983 to 1996. The reason of not including the public housing sector is trivial: as the 
public housing policy in Hong Kong is somewhat a welfare to the low income group, 
only those fa.milies with income lower than the limit can apply. Therefore, the rental 
of the public house, determined by the government, is usually lower than the market 
rate. Furthermore, there is always a long list queuing for public houses, vacancy is 
filled up quickly as searching costs in the private sector do not exist in the public 
sector. Our model seemingly does not fit the case of the public housing sector in 
Hong Kong. 
According data obtained in the Hong Kong Property Review, houses in Hong Kong 
is divided into 5 types: 
Type i4-with area less than or equal to 39.9m^; 
Type B-with area between 40m^ and 69.9m^; 
Type C-with area between 70m^ and 99.9m^; 
Type D-with area between 100m^ and 159.9m^; 
Type jE^with area not less 160m^. 
Rental index is used as the proxy of the price of housing services. The rental index 
is deflated by consumer price index A with the housing component taken away. 
3.3.2 Results 
Equation (3.2) is estimated using OLS; diagnostic tests suggest that no serial 
correlation exists but heteroscedasticity is present. White's (1980) heteroscedasticity-
consistent estimates of the variance-covariance matrix is computed and used to test 
hypotheses on the coefficients. The results are shown in table 3.1. 
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(Table 3.1 is about here). 
W e can tell from the results that a high vacancy rate will hinder the growth in rent. 
The estimated coefficient of the Vi^ t-i is -2.8583: with appropriate sign and significant 
at 1 % level. And the magnitude of the coefficient suggests that, on average, every 1 
% increase in the vacancy rate above the natural rate, a drop of 2.86% in the growth 
rate of rental in the following year will be resulted. 
The estimated natural vacancy rates of Type A, Type B, Type C, Type D, and 
Type E are 3.2857%, 5.3308%, 5.6960%, 6.7755%, and 7.027%, respectively.^  How-
ever, only the dummy for Type A houses, di, is significant at 5 % level, reflecting 
differences between the Type A unit and the other types: only Type A's natural 
vacancy rate is significantly different from the rest. This means that, for a given 
level of vacancy, renters of Type A houses will experience a moderate increase in rent 
than the other types' renters. This phenomenon is easy to imderstand: larger houses 
usually means higher rent, if one wants to rent a large house, he/she is more willing 
to search; and the increased willingness to search impede the qiiick adjustment of the 
market. Therefore, the natural vacancy rates are higher for Type B, C, D, and E. 
3.4 Conclusion 
This study utilize a pooled cross-section time-series model to estimate the natu-
ral vacancy rates of different types of houses using annual data from 1983 to 1996. 
Research findings are consistent with the traditional view that an inverse relation 
between price of housing services and natural vacancy rate does exist. Natural va-
cancy rates of different types of houses are estimated; results indicate that the natural 
vacancy rate of Type A houses are lower than the other types of houses. And this 
^The aggregate natural vacancy rate is also determined using the same method. The estimated 
natural vacancy rate is 4.1285%. The results is consistent with Tse's estimation. Tse (1994), using 
data from 1980 to 1992，found that the natural vacancy rate of Hong Kong is 4.17%. 
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can be explained by the increased willingness to search for the renters when he/she 
is going to pay a great amount for a house. 
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Table 3.1: Results of the OLS Estimation 
estimated coeifficent t-ratio natural vacancy rate %  
constant 20.0842 2.9626 : 
Vac_i -2.8583 -3.3266 -
Type A -10.6928 -2.2827 3.2857 
Type B -4.8472 -1.2710 5.3308 
Type C -3.8033 -0.89972 5.6960 
T y p e D -0.71783 -0.1725 6.7755 





Dynamics of the Property Market 
in Hong Kong 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we try to find some relationship between the economy and the 
housing market. Using data from 1983 to 1996, we find the correlation between the 
variables to see whether linear relationships exist. Although a high correlation may 
not represent that there is an economic relationship between the variables, we hope 
to bring out some insight and benefit future research on the housing market. 
Six markets' are examined, namely, the aggregate market, market of Type A 
houses, market of Type B houses, market of Type C houses, market of Type D 
houses, and market of Type E houses; types of houses are defined according to their 
sizes as in Hong Kong Property Review. 
Eight variables are split into two sets, each set includes four variables. Set one 
includes growth of real G D P , growth of Consumer Price Index A (CPIA), mortgage 
rate, and the growth of rental index of the corresponding market; set two includes va-
cancy of the corresponding market, percentage vacancy of the corresponding market, 
newly built of the corresponding market; and the newly built divided by the stock of 
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the corresponding market. Each variable in set one will match with the variables in 
set two. For every match, three correlations will be calculate; first, their contempo-
raneous correlation; then the correlation with the variable from set one lagged one 
period; and finally, the correlation with the variable from set two lagged one period. 
48 correlations will be computed for each market. 
Only those pairs of variables with correlation higher than 0.75 in absolute value 
will be discussed and the corresponding chart will be plotted.. However, tables of all 
correlations in different markets will be given at the end of this chapter. 
In section two, a description of the pattern of the high correlation pairs is given; 
a short summary concludes this chapter. “ 
4.2 Findings 
4.2.1 The aggregate market 
Only two pairs of variables have correlation larger than 0.75 in absolute value, 
namely, (1) growth of rental index and newly bmlt and (2) growth of rental index 
and lagged percentage vacancy; the values of their correlations are 0.8133 and -0.8001, 
respectively. 
(Table 4-1 is about here) 
W e can tell from chart 4.1 that the percentage vacancy and the growth of rental 
index move coiintercyclically. The strong negative correlation comes from the trends 
of the variables: from 1983 to 1989, the percentage vacancy is obviously going down 
while the growth of rental index is going iip. From 1989 to 1995, there is an upward 
trend in the percentage vacancy while a downward trend is observed in the growth of 
rental index. 
(Chart 4-1 is about here) 
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A strong positive correlation is noted in chart 4.2. The variables, newly bmlt and 
growth in rental index, move upward from 1983 to 1989. Then, though fluctuate a 
lot, a downward trend is observed in both variables. The variables move cyclically 
from 1984 to 1990, then coimtercyclically until 1993. From 1993 to 1995, they move 
in the same direction again. 
(Chart 4-2 is about here) 
4.2.2 Market of Type A houses 
Eight pairs of variables have correlations higher than 0.75 in absolute value. They 
are: 
1. lagged growth in rental index of Type A and vacancy of Type A (-0.7953); 
2. lagged growth in rental index of Type A and percentage vacancy of Type A 
(-0.8005); 
3. growth in CPIA and lagged vacancy of Type A (-0.7781); 
4. growth in CPIA and lagged percentage vacancy of Type A (-0.8320); 
5. growth in CPIA and newly bmlt of Type A (-0.8379); 
6. growth in CPIA and newly built of Type A/Stock of Type A (-0.7530); 
7. growth in CPIA and lagged newly built of Type A (-0.8693); and 
8. growth in CPIA and lagged newly built of Type A/Stock of Type A (-0.8937). 
The figures in parentheses are the corresponding correlations. 
(Table 4-^ is about here) 
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From chart 4.3, we can tell the vacancy of Type A is moving downward from 
1984 to 1988; then the vacancy does not change much in the following three years; 
from 1991, an upward trend is noted. For the growth of rental index A, it moves up 
from 1984 until 1990. Then it moves downward from 1990 to 1996. For year-to year 
movement, no systematic relationship is observed. 
(Chart 4.3 is about here) 
In chart 4.4, a downward trend is observed froml984 to 1991 on the percentage 
vacancy, then a weak upward trend is followed. Compared with the movement of 
the growth of rental index A (please refer to the paragraph above), a strong negative 
correlation is resulted. From 1991, countercyclical movement is detected; however, 
before 1991, no systematic relationship is observed. 
(Chart 44 is about here) 
The correlations of variables from (3) to (8) are all dealt with growth in CPIA. 
Therefore, we will first discuss the growth in CPIA first; then the 'partners' of it will 
be examined in turn. 
The growth of CPIA first moves down from 1984 to 1986; then it rises from 1986 
and reaches its peak at 1991. After that, the value of the variable moves downward 
gradually. 
Prom chart 4.5, we can tell the vacancy of Type A houses moves down from 1984 
to 1992; though it fluctuate up and down during 1984 to 1987, a downward trend 
is still observed. Prom 1992, a obvious upward trend is noted. The two series move 
cyclically for most of the time; however, the relation does not seem to be very strong. 
The difference between chart 4.5 and chart 4.6 is not very big. The downward 
trend of the percentage vacancy of Type A from 1984 to 1992 is more obvious while the 
upward trend from 1992 is moderate than its counterpart in chart 4.5. The comment 
of cyclicality on chart 4.5 also applies in this case. 
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From chart 4.7, we can summarize the trend of newly built of Type A as follows: it 
moves upward from 1983 to 1985; then downward until 1991. It takes its upward trend 
again from 1991 to 1994; then a sharp fall in 1995 breaks it. The coimtercyclicality 
is so obvious that everyone can tell. 
Again, not much different from chart 4.7. As the variable here- newly built of 
Type A divided by the stock of Type A, moves virtually the same as newly built of 
Type A, the description of the above paragraph also applies in chart 4.8. 
A right shift of newly built of Type A in chart 4.7 results in chart 4.9. The lagged 
newly built of Type A moves upward from 1984 to 1986; then fluctuates downward 
until 1992. It moves \ip again from 1992 to 1995. The cyclical pattern with growth 
of CPIA from 1984 to 1988 is very strong; however, this relationship is not very clear 
afterwards. 
Again, there is not much different between chart 4.9 and 4.10. The description of 
chart 4.9 still applies here. 
(Chart 4.5, Jf-.6, J^.7, 4..8, 4..9, and 4-10 are about here) 
4.2.3 Market of Type B houses 
Only one pair of variables has correlation higher than 0.75 in absolute vahie: 
growth in CPIA and lagged newly built of Type B; a vahie of 0.7985 is recorded. 
(Table 4-3 is about here) 
The two series almost move together: they both move down first, then up smoothly. 
Afterwards, fluctuation occurs but the upward trend remains. Between 1988 and 1992, 
the coiintercyclicality of the series id very strong; however, for the remaining periods, 
this relationship is not very clear. 
(Chart 4-il is about here) 
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4.2.4 Market of Type C houses 
Not a particular pair has high correlation. The pair has the highest correlation 
(0.7055) in this market is lagged newly built and growth of CPIA. 
(Table 4-4 is about here) 
4.2.5 Market of Type D houses 
Only one pair of variables has correlation higher than 0.75 in absolute value: 
growth of rental index of Type D and lagged vacancy of Type D with a correlation 
of -0.7909 
(Table 4.5 is about here) 
None of the series has a noticeable trend; both of them seem to fluctuate aroimd a 
constant. Except the period from 1988 to 1991, a strong coiintercyclicality is observed 
(Chart 4-12 is about here) 
4.2.6 Market of Type E houses 
Not a particular pair has high correlation. The pair has the highest correlation 
(-0.6203) is the newly built/stock of Type E and growth of CPIA. 
(Table 4-6 is about here) 
4.3 Conclusion 
As what we done in this chapter is atheoretical, no systematic conclusion can 
be drawn. However, from the above findings we note that, among the twelve high 
correlation pairs, four are relationships between growth of rental index and vacancy 
35 
while five are relationships between growth of CPIA and newly built. An analysis 
between growth of rental index and vacancy rate has been done on the last chapter. 
The relationships between CPIA and newly built still remain unexplored. Further 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix 2.1: proof of lemma 1 
Rewrite (2.8), we have: 
, ( 耽 
^t = 7 
9h — 1 
and gh = g^ h • 
Using (2.16) and ht obtained above and the first order conditions (2.9) and (2.13), 
the path of consumption can easily be shown: 
— [ 9 k ^ { 9 h - P ) 1 ,H 
''-[auP^{g,-l)l^^ 
and Qc = 9kf-. 
With (2.9) and (2.16)，it is trivial that: 
Pi = '^{k^y-. 
and this implies Qph =(办“广“. 
By (2.12) and (2.13)，we obtain the difference equation: 
/ _ . r P m , / L z ^ w / . 
P t ^ gc + ( aP ) " m h 
solve it recursively, we have, 
乂 = ( ¥ ) ( 1 ^ ) 片 
and 9pt = Qkh. 
By (2.14) and (2.15), we have: 
Ap = ^ = :J^. Ai_ 
Ai,t+i 入1’力 入1抖1 
and 
^t+l _ ^h,t+l >^2,t — P 入2’4 
"^ ~~~~*"" _^> 口 "••' ‘ • "^―― ZZ^  — • _ •‘ •— 
Pt ^2,t Al,t Qc 入1’4 
It is trivial that Qp — A0^ • \ . 
9t 
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Recall that h? = k+i — k = 0 at the steady state, the cash-in-advance constraint 
(2.7) can be written as: 
& + o , + ^ - i ^ 
k,g'+ k, — PA 
at the steady state, we have: 
^t+i + 纵 + ^ 二 rut+i 
^t+i kt+i Pt+ikt+i 
Since 
(m t + i ),( rrit ) = rrit+iPtkt = j ^ _ ^ 
Pt+ih+i Pth mtPt+ikt+i — QpQk 一 ’ 
then 
^ ( ^ _ 1 ) + ^ ( ^ _ 1 ) ^ 0 . 
h 9k h Qk 
As we know that g。= Qk^, we have, 
(^^ ^^-1�(9c 1� p, 
k + X " ) ( ^ i ) = o. 
Since the first bracket of the above expression is always positive, the second one 
has to be zero. As a result, g。= Qk-
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Appendix 2.2: proof of proposition 2 
Market equilibrium requires that all nominal money is held; so, by (2.6), 
p 一 ^t 
Pt-瓦. 
And, at the steady state, we have 
At 
9p = 一 . 
9k 
From lemma 1，we have 
9p = Ap' . 1 
9c 
and 
9 = 9c = 9k-
It is trivial that 
Ap^ 
9 = . 
/^ 
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Appendix 2.3: proof of lemma 3 
At, the steady state, (2.7) becomes: 
爪0 , j h 
Co = ^ -gko-gkQ, 
as — 二 AA^, we have 
P� h 
Co = Ako — gko — gk^. 
Combine it with the expression of co: 
Co 二 Afc�- gko - gk!^ 二 "^(^"^~~f)^S-
aufj, g°' — 1 
After some algebraic transformation we have the initial conditions: 
$1^0 = ^0' 
where ^ i = (4 - g)/ ::"(“二)” + g .From (2.8), it is trivial that 
, « ) " 
h o = 7 -
9h- 1 
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Appendix 2.4: proof of lemma 4 
Combine Xs^ t with (2.26) and (2.24), we have: 
r,h — _^iL[ 1 n> 、l—q Pt — X ,^[^t+l) .. M,t+i oc[3 
A3 I 
It is trivial that - ~ — 二 gh. As gn = g^, we have 
3^,t+l 
P? = ( g ) ( @ i _ a 
and gph, = gi:、 
By (2.28), we have 
Ai,t^^ = /5入2抖1 
and 
Ai,t+i^^ = PX2^t+2, 
^t+i 
at the steady state, together with (2.22), we can deduce that 
M,t A2,f+1 X2,t 
~ 二 = Q^. 
Al，t+1 2^,t+2 2^,t+l 
By (2.28), 
Ct+1 = T ^ ; 
^i,t9p 
and by (2.24), we have, 
關 
Ct = T ； 
M,t9p9c 
plug the value of As,t and p^ into Ct and make use of (2.8): 
c, 二 [ ^3.-P) ] ^, 
[aPu9,(g,-l)l^'^ 
further, we have g。= Qk^ .^ 
By (2.25) and (2.26), we have 




" t ^ + ( > 
solving it recursively: 
4 = ( 力 告 ) ” 




from this , we have g^ = — . 
9c 
To find gk, we have to make use of (2.20). Similar to problem 1, at the eqmlibriiim, 
h^ = lt+i — k = 0. So, the budget constraint becomes 
kt+i + k^+i + ^ = Akt 
^t 
which implies 
k^ TTit , 办 + 贴 ^ + 环 二 4 
^t J^t^t 
Let ^ t 二 "^^, then: 
j^tH 
ih+i = mt+iPtkt = _ ^ _ ^ 
A rutPt+ikt+i QpQk 9k 
If Qc > gk, then ^ t+i > ih- That means 
k^ J^h 
^ - 9k — 9k^^ > A — Pfc — QkH^; 
^t+i kt 




=^ 9k > 9k^ 
=^ 9k > 9c-
this contradicts our premise. 
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On the other hand, if 仇 > g^ then 也 > t^+i- That is, 
Uh uh 
� +l �H 
h+i h 
=> 9k^ > 9k 
=> 9c > 9k 
which again contradicts the presumption. As a result g^ = Qk-
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Appendix 2.5: proof of proposition 5 
By (2.27), 
^ = A^ = g,. 
^l , i+l 
As g 三 9c, we have g 二 A/3. 
Appendix 2.6: proof of lemma 6 
For the initial condition, consider the budget constraint (2.20) and (2.21) at the 
equilibrium: 




Ct = V 
they implies 
9kko + 9kf^k^ + Co = Ako. 
As we already know that at time zero co = 成", ^ ^ ^ , therefore 
[0!CJ/i(^ " 一 l)J 
^ f c o + 9,^k^, + [ 二 ( : : " ) 1 ) ] � ‘ = A ^ . 
And we have 
^2ko 二 kg 
where6 = ( A l ) / [ ^ ^ ^ + [ 
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Appendix 2.7: both consumption and capital are subject to cash-in-
advance constraint 
In the present case, the cash-in-advance constraint that the individual is facing in 
this scenario is 
rrit 
Ct + M.+i < ~pr-
This means that the purchase of both consumption and the capital used in the goods 
producing sector needs cash in prior. 
Again, the constraints are all binding at the equilibrium. The individual is maxi-
mizing (2.2) subject to the constraints: 
A^ +i +PthT+p[{lt+i — lt) + ^ = Akt, (A.1) 
, rrit , 
ct + h+i = ~5" (A.2) 
^t 
and (2.8), the flow of house. 
The first order conditions are: 
7 = ^ ' (A.3) 
Ct 
入3’£ = P [ ^ + A3,t+1] ( A . 4 ) 
^t+l 
KtPt = As,t (A.5) 
KtP\ = PlKt+d+i + A3,m(l — c^){kl,nit+i)-^] (A.6) 
Ai.t = a/3A3,^+i(/cJVi)"-^(Wi)i-" (A.7) 
>%t = AP\t+i (A.8) 
and 
¥="t? (A.W 
As a rule of thiimb, we know that, 
. ^P 
''~ ht{9H - P) 
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A31 
and this implies - ~ — = gh. 
^3,t+1 
By (A.9), we have 
Ai,t-^ = pX2,t+1 
and 
^i,f+i"^^ = P^2,t+2 
^t+i 
at the steady state. With (A.3), these imply 
入1’£ ^2,f+l ^2,t 
= = =g^ 
入1抖1 ^2,t+2 ^2,t+l 
From the fact that g^ = g ^ combining (A.5), (A.7), and the results obtained 
above, we have 
rfHg)(#-: 
and Qph = gln^. 
By (A.3) and (A.9), 
C . to" - P) .H 
t — aP0jg,{9u — 1) • � 
and we have g。=纵“. 
By (A.6) and (A.7), we have 
. 4 ^ + (^)Ai; 
9c Ci 
solving it recursively, 
J 一 9A^-^)jM 
朽 — a ( l - / 3 ) � 
and this implies g^ i = g^h. 
By (A.2), 
Pt = ~ ^ . 
Ct + 9kh 
Market equilibrium requires all the nominal money is held: 
m^ = rrit. 
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By (A.1) and (A.2), we have 
kt+i + Ct + kt+i = Akf 
At the steady state, we know that 
9^^(Y^ + y + 9k = A ^t ^t 
and 
办 “ — + 严 + “ . 
f^t+i Kt+i 
Therefore, we have 
:g + " 4 ) ] . ( i - f ^ H o . 
As the value of the first bracket is always positive, the second one has t,o be zero. 
This means pc 二 gk-
Again, at the steady state, we have 




Q+i + kt+i9k = ^ ~ " . 
^t+i 
W e have Qp = — . 
9c 
By (A.8) and (A.9), we know that 
AP = " c ^ 
and 
Ph 
9p = - T - ; 
9cM 
Ap^ 
this means Qp = ~"—. 
9c 
To summarize, we have 
9c = 9k = 9k^ = 9pi 三 g, 
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9h = ga, 
V = ^ " ’ 
and 
fJ' 








9 = . 
f^ 
The initial values of the endogenous variables are: 
AP{g^-P)  
。。 - — (广 1 )。， 
,—A0^l-a) 
P � M l - P) 0， 
成二(^)(动1〜， 
and 
Po = ~ ^ . 
Co + gkQ 
To derive the initial condition, consider again the expression 
^f+i + ct + kt+i = Akt-
combine it with the consumption path that we have obtained above 
"站 + ^ § ^ 、 " + 一 似 。 ， 
we have 
6/co = k^ 
— ( “ ) / [ ^ ^ + 小 
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From the above calculation we have already known the path of consumption and 
the initial condition f3A:0 = o^- Substitute both the expressions into Po, we have 
p . , 、，[ Ap{g- - P) , ]2 爪 。 
户 。 命 叫 — ( 广 1 ) 叫 • 碌 
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Appendix 2.8:consumption, capital and capital for house building are 
subject to cash-in-advance constraint 
In this case, non-durable consumption, capital for construction sector, and capital 
for goods producing sector are subject to cash-in-advance constraint: 
Q + h+i + A;f+i < 考. 
The individual is maximizing (2.2) under the following constraints: 
PthT + p[{k+i — lt) + ^ - A k , (A.10) 
c, + k^i + A:f+i = ^ , (A.11) 
and the flow of house (2.8). 
The first order conditions are: 
7 = 2^,t, (A.12) Ct 
h,t = f ^ [ ^ + h,t+ii (A.13) 
^t+i 
Ai,trf = A3.t, (A.14) 
Ktv\ = /5[AM+iri+i + A3,i+i(l - cx){h^t+iT[lt+i)-% (A.15) 
>%t = a/3A3,H4(A^+i)"-%+i)i-a, (A.16) 
A2.t = A^Ai,i+i, (A.17) 
and 
g = l ^ t . (A.18) 
By (A.13), we again have 
入 = 一 
‘ ‘ “ h t { g n - P) 
and 
^3,t+1 — 丄 
^3,t 9h 
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By (A.16) and (A.17), we can show that 
^3,t+l _ ^(ih \l-a(j 、a-l T — ~[^t+l) KH+l) • ^l,f+l Oi 




and Qpk = (^^1—°^ 
Combine (A.12), (A.16), and (2.8), we can show that the consumption path is 
— g A o h - P ) j h 
‘—aujp^(9H-ir 
and gc = Qk>^-
At steady state, we can dediice from (A.17) that 
^2,t ^i,t 
T~~" = T~~ = 9c-2^,i+l ^i,t+l 
Multiply both sides of (A.15) by ^ ^ ~ , we have: 
Ai,m 
"cri = "[ri+i+rf+i(l-a)(/c;Vi)1 
substitute j?JYi into the above: 
rf = ^ b U i + ^ ( l - ^ ) ^ m ] 
9c ^ 
solve it recursively, 
J —卿-〜  
Pt — a(l-/3)、 
and we have g^ i = 胁 . 
For the clearance of the money market, mf = rrit and, at the equilibrium k+i-lt = 
h? = 0. Therefore, by (A.10), 




and Qp = — • 
9k 
Multiply both sides of (A.11) with —， w e have 
h 
竺 + 办 + ^ 二 ， 
h % h Ptkt 
At steady state, we have 
Cm + 办 + ^ 二 rrit+i 
^t+i kt+i Pt+ikt+i 
as well. 
It is easy to show that • 
7Tlt+l 1 rut fJL 
/ = = 1" 
Pt+ikt+i Pth 9p9k ’ 
with Qc 二 9kf^  deduced above, we have 
(^i kj+i、(9c 1、 ^ 
(石 + 1 ) . & - 1 ) 二 0 . 
Since the first part of the product is always positive, the second part of the above 
expression must be zero. And this implies that g。=纵. 
By (A.17) and (A.18), we know that 




9p = - j-
9c>^i 
… 耶2 
this means g^ — “ — . 
9l 
In this case, we have 
9c = 9k = 9k^ = 9pi 三仏 





9p = — • 
9^ 
As 
^ 2 ^ 
9p = ~^ =—, g2 9 
we can derive 
A/32 
9 = • 
M 
In addition, the initial values of the endogenous variables are: 
— M 9 ^ - P ) jM 
c � - a - ( n , 。 ， 
J — AP{l-a) 




p � = 5 ' 
To derive the initial condition, combine (A.10) and (A.11) with the equilibrium 
conditions 
ct + kt+i + A;f+i = Akf 
Substitute the path of consumption into the above expression: 
二;—-")1产 + 一 ' 卜 * ’ 
we have 
^4¾ = 0^ 
where ^ 4 = (^ - 9)/ [ ^^'^],+9 . 
[aufj,(g^  - 1) _ 
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Appendix 2.9: consumption, capital, capital for house building and 
purchase on houses are subject to cash-in-advance constraint 
W e now tiirn to the final case: only the purchase of land is not subject to cash-
in-advance constraint: 
C, + kt^, + kl,+p^hT<y^. 
The individual now is maximizing (2.2) with the constraints: 
7T?d 
P[{lt^ i - k) + ^ = A h , (A.19) 
ct + kt^i + k^i + rf"r = ^ (A.20) 
and the flow of house (2.8). 
The first order conditions are: 
-=A2,t, (A.21) Q 
A3,i = / 5 [ ^ + A3,ml, (A.22) 
" f + i 
X^^t = A3,t, (A.23) 
Ai,,p; = /3[Ai,,4-ipUi + A3,t+i(l — a)(kl,nk^,)-% (A.24) 
入2’£ = “"入3抖1(^ +^1广1(“+1)1—°\ (A.25) 
A2，t = ApX,^t+u (A.26) 
and 
^ = ^ - (A.27) 
Once more, solve (A.22) iteratively, we obtain 
A 二 ⑴曰 
''~ht{g,-py 
With the resiilt of 入3，“ the combination of (A.21) and (A.25) becomes 
_ “ gk^(gh-0) 1 .,M 
ct — [auP^{g,-l)l (、） 
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and this implies Qc = Qk^. 
Furthermore, (A.21) and (A.23) become 
v't={%)[k^Y-
and this implies g^ h = ("#”-". 
By (A.27), we have 
9p\t = P^2,t+l 
and 
9p^,t+l = P^2,t+2-
Therefore we have 
^i,t — ^2,t+l —入2,亡 _ g 
^l,t+l 入2杆2 ^2,t+l 
Divide both sides of (A.24) by Ai,t+i,we obtain 
P\ = 7bU1 + _ ( 1 - a)(W+i)a(M_1; 
9c � + i 
from (A.25) and (A.26), we can deduce that 
_ 二 兰 ( ‘ ) 1 1 + 1 广 1 . 
^l,t+l Oi 
Plug this into the expression of p[: 
J _ l u I 邻 - … / , Pt — n Pt+i H - ^f+i. • 
i/c CX. 
Solve this recursively, we have 
J _ 娜 - 〜  
Pt — a(l — P ) � 
and gpi = gk^ 
With exactly the same reasons as the cases discussed above, we have 
p 一 ^t 
Pt-Ji^t 
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and Qp = — . 
9k 
Further, by (A.26) and (A.27), we have 
^2,f = ^ = 9^ 
\t 9c P 
AP^ 
this implies 办 = ~ ^ . 
9c 
Divide both sides of (A.20), we obtain 
芒 + 0 字 = 告 
H H JTt^t 
at the market equilibrium. 
As 
m , rnt+i = 9p9]^ 二 1 
Pth Pt+ih+i lJ' 
and Qc = 9ki^ , we have 
(|^ + % ) ( i - f ^ ) = o. 
h kt Qk 
The first bracket is always positive; so the second one has to be zero. This implies 
9c = 9k' 
In this case, we have 
9c = 9k = 9k^ = 9pi = g, 
9h = ga, 
9p- = gi-a 
and 
^J' 
g p = ? 
As 
M AP' 




9 = 一 . At 
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The initial values of the endogenous variables are: 
— [ I - P) 1 (&” 
c 。 - k L l ) j ( 。 ) ， 
J 一 mi-c^)jM 
凡 — a ( l - P ) ‘ 





At the steady state, the combination of (A.19) and (A.20) becomes: 
Ct + kt+i + A;f+i = Akf 
Phig the path of consumption into the above, we obtain 
. ^ ! £ ^ 卜 灿 站 二 為 ； 
therefore, we have 
{5^0 = ^0 
^ , “ . A A ( g ^ - P ) 1 
where6 = ( A i ) / [ — 广 1 ) + [ 
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Appendix 2.10: proof of proposition 7 
1. As 
Ft = Pt[{l-St,) + SHP^], 
we have 
, , = E ^ _ 1 . . [ ( 1 - 和 叫 _ 1 
t P. ^'[{l-s,) + s,p^l 1. 
(1 一 Sh) + ShV^ v^ 
With a constant term, the ratio — ^ is always smaller than ^ ^ , 
{l-SH) + s^,p^ ^ rf, 
then 7Tt < Qpg^ — 1. 
2. As 
"(i-3h) + ghPiVil 1 
〜 叫 ( 1 - 如 " 姥 ] ， 
if p^ grows with time, that is p^ _^ ^ > 九 nt increases. 
3. As 
_ j r(i-s,) + s,pti1 i\「rf、 
^ ^ - ^ [ ( i - . . ) + ^.rfJ j u j 
二 l(^-Sh)/Pt+Sh9pH^ _ 
~ ^ ' L (1 -SH)/pi + 5. j —丄 
if p^ ~> oo, 7Tt becomes QpQph — 1. 
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Appendix 2.11: proof of proposition 8 
1. As 
. n = Pj — Pj 
^''^-(l-5,) + 5,rf"l + 5,(rf-l) 
with (2.32) the denominator must be greater than 1. Therefore p^ ^  < p^. 
2. Referring to (2.34)， 
. n 二 rf 
� - ( l - M ) + s r f 
when p^ increases, the level of increment in the numerator is greater than that 
of the denominator (as Sh < 1). Therefore, the relative price will increase with 
housing price. 
3. Note that 
. ( P 1 ] = rf frf^ 
�U ； “ {l-SH) + SHpi [pi) 
_ 1 
-{l-SH)/pi + Sh 
As p^ ~^ oo, pl^ becomes — . 
‘ ^h 
4. As 
^n _ Ph,t+1 1 
7TLf = 1 
a’l rP-
Ph,t 
二 n [ (1 一 Sh) + ShPt 1 _ 1 
-gPh L( l-S.)+..ptlj" 
and p^ increases over time, that is p^_^_^  > p^, the value of the bracket must be 
smaller than 1. Therefore, 7rJJ^^ < g^ h — 1. 
5. Prom 
^n 一 [ (1 - Sh) + Shpj 1 1 
^h,t — 9p^ Y^ r ^ h~ 一 丄， 
[(l -50+S/,ptlJ 




_ r r ( i - . . ) + .,pM .1 (p^] 
" � M ( i - ^ " p ( � j ^ 
_ f f J i^-^H)/pj + S, 1 1. 
P [{1-Sh)/Pt+Shgph] ’ 
when p^ 一 oo, 7 ¾ 一 0. 
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